
38-year-old football coach, Adam Zimmer, dies suddenly and unexpectedly

Description

A previously healthy, 38-year-old football coach has died suddenly and unexpectedly in his home.
Adam Zimmer, an offensive analyst for the Cincinnati Bengals, was reported deceased on October 31,
2022, with no details given about his sudden death. His sister Corri posted the news to Instagram: “I’m
so overwhelmed, I’m so heartbroken. My brother was one of my best friends, especially after my mom
died. We became so close.”

The sudden passing of a healthy 38-year-old is unprecedented and should warrant a thorough criminal
investigation, an autopsy, and/or a medical analysis of underlying pathologies that led to his death.

The NFL drove healthy players and staff into a needless
experiment that damages their cardiovascular system

One year ago, the National Football League (NFL) implemented strict mRNA “vaccine” obedience
policies that subjugated healthy athletes, coaches, coordinators and analysts. The players and staff
who chose to live normally — free from insidious mandates — were ultimately discriminated against
and segregated. The NFL punished organizations if they did not meet vaccination goals, and the
various team organizations punished the individual staff members and players if they did not comply.

Throughout the season, these grown men complied with ridiculous swabs and mask mandates, on and
off the field. These fraudulent testing and mask mandates were eventually used to coerce the players
to take needless, heart-damaging mRNA vaccine experiments. According to data from the Vaccine
Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), an individual who took the mRNA jabs is about 115 times
more likely to suffer a stroke compared to someone who just takes the flu vaccine.
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In July 2021, the Cincinnati Bengals announced that their entire surrounding staff was “fullyvaccinated”
for covid-19. This would include Adam Zimmer. Today, the players have come to realizethat their
vaccination status is never complete, never good enough, for there is always another boosterto push.
Today, the players have come to realize that the so-called “vaccine” is not an immunization atall; it
doesn’t stop respiratory illness, and doesn’t stop anyone from testing positive for covid-19.

Most importantly, the mRNA vaccines did not prevent Adam Zimmer from dying. In fact, Zimmer’s life
was cut terribly short, with no reasons as to why. A year ago, the NFL demanded that players and staff
tell of their vaccine status, and the NFL discriminated players and staff who didn’t comply. One year
later, it is taboo to ask about an individual’s vaccine status, even after they unexpectedly die.

The covid-19 jabs DO NOT PREVENT early death

Adam Zimmer is the son of former Minnesota Vikings head coach Mike Zimmer. Adam started his
coaching career in 2006 working with the New Orleans Saints as an assistant linebacking coach. Adam
eventually worked with his father for eight years in Minnesota. At the time of his death, he was working
remotely with the Cincinnati Bengals.

The police chief who investigated the death — Wayne Wegener Jr. from the Mendota Heights police
Department in Minnesota — said he is “not investigating this as a suspicious death.” If the police
department can rule out homicide, drug overdose and fentanyl poisoning, then why aren’t medical
authorities looking into the pathologies behind the sudden death?

Medical authorities refuse to investigate whether the covid-19 jab is directly causing or contributing to
the surge in early deaths around the globe. As the causes are ignored, at least the world now knows
for sure that the covid-19 jabs DO NOT PREVENT early death. Some fully-vaccinated and boosted
individuals are dying off in the prime years of their life, all within one year of vaccination. The deaths
continue to mount, despite promises that the vaccine would be life-saving. Medical authorities were
certain of the cause of death in 2020, but in 2022, the surge of new deaths in young people is flippantly
labeled “sudden and unexpected.”
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